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(ABSTRACT) 

This paper presents the theory and results of three Moire methods 1) the incoherent 

projection Moire method, 2) the electronic phase detection method, and 3) the fringe 

multiplication method. It is proposed that these three methods be used together in a system 

to measure out of plane displacements of large diffusely reflecting surfaces. The operation 

of the system is divided into two processes. The first process records an incoherent moire 

pattern which contains the out of plane displacement information. The second process uses 

a transduced coherent image of the pattern produced in the first process to optically generate 

a quantiative result with variable sensitivity. The coherent processing is a technique that 

uses the fringe multiplication method with the electronic phase detection method. The result 

is the quantitative, out of plane displacement measurement with sensitivity enhancement 

that can be altered during coherent processing of the Moire fringe pattern.
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The Incoherent Projection Moire System 

G,- first grating (projected grating) 

Gg - second grating (reference grating) 

Po - pitch of first grating 

Pp - pitch of second grating 

Pa- pitch of the image of first grating in the plane of the second grating 

Ma, - magnification from projection optics to test surface 

Mg - magnification from surface to second grating 

Mc - magnification from the second grating to the CCD camera detector array 

2 - diffuse test surface 

Zp, - out of plane displacement of test surface 

Na - position index for Ronchi grating one 

Ng - position index for Ronchi grating two 

ly ~- position index for Moire fringe pattern 

N - total number of a quantity 

c - index number 

p - pitch of a grating 

n - index of a grating 

Ay - shift of moire fringes in y direction 

Pmoire ~ Pitch of moire fringe pattern 

o - viewing angle 

8 - grating misalighment angle 

List of Symbols



Y - angular rotation about the x axis 

® - angular rotation about the y axis 

K - angular rotation about the z axis 

1 - reflectivity of test surface 

Accp~ CCD camera pixel size 

C, & - angles 

P, - source power 

tT - transmittance of lenses used for projection 

Azo - area of collimated projected beam 

Ig, - intensity of collimated beam at the first grating 

I, - intensity of beam at surface 

Ig, - intensity of image at second grating 

F,* - f number of imaging lens to second grating 

F,* - f number of imaging lens to CCD camera 

I¢cp- intensity at CCD camera 

Total - intensity of moire pattern 

S - sensitivity 

T - transmittance 

v - velocity of moving grating 

D - window length of acousto optic cell 

T, - time window of acousto optic cell 

V, - velocity of sound in an acousto optic cell 

F nod 7 Modulating frequency 

Pao - Pitch of grating generated by acousto optic cell 

List of Symbols



t - time 

d - distance difference between two mirrors 

d, - distance from beamsplitter to mirror one of a michelson 

d, - distance from beamsplitter to mirror two of a michelson 

I - intensity 

© - angular misalignment of moving mirror 

@ - frequency in radians 

X - wavelength of light 

The Coherent Processing System 

G, - first grating 

P, - pitch of first grating 

m - diffraction order of grating one 

G> - second grating 

P2 - pitch of second grating 

n - diffraction order of second grating 

F - Fourier transform 

k - spatial frequency 

T, - transmittance of grating one 

T> - transmittance of grating two 

F, - filter one 

F, - filter two 

r - diffraction order of image at filter two 

P - pitch of first grating image at second grating 

List of Symbols



h - translation of first grating 

a, - fourier component of grating one 

a, - fourier component of grating two 

P,, - coherent source power 

Tn ~ transmission coefficent from first filter 

T, - transmission coefficent from second filter 

Pg, - power at second grating 

Put - power at detector 

Wder - Width of detector 

Vs_m - Velocity of scanning fringes in spatial light modulator 

f, - frame rate of spatial light modulator 

tenses ~ transmission of system lenses 

List of Symbols



1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Development of sensors for control of large space structures is an on-going area of 

research. To reduce payload requirements, many structures are designed to be lightweight 

and as a result, are highly flexible. To control these structures and damp out vibrations in 

the presence of modelling uncertainties, sensors are required which can convey sufficient 

information to determine the states of the structures. This information, both spatial and 

temporal, is usually conveyed via a network of high temporal bandwidth sensors placed at 

Strategic points on the structure [1]. 

Recent efforts have focused on the developments of embedded sensors including fiber 

optic and micro-sensors [2-4]. Embedded sensors have the advantages of enabling greater 

numbers of individual sensors to be placed on a structure, and thus increasing the spatial 

resolution, as well as reducing the weight and power requirements for sensing. However, 

for some controls problems, embedded sensors cannot provide the necessary measurement. 

An example of such problems include shape measurement and control of large segmented 

space telescopes and large segmented radiometers. Segmented mirrors on the order of 20 

meters in diameter and segmented reflectors on the order of 40 meters in diameter have 

been proposed for future space telescopes and radiometers, respectively [5]. To control the 

shape of a large segmented reflector, it is necessary to maintain the alignment of one 

segment with repect to the neighboring segments to high accuracy and simultaneously 

maintain the overall shape of the reflector relative to a coordinate system fixed to the focal 

plane. 

Currently, ground-based segmented telescopes with active control systems use a system 

of integrated sensors, that is, sensors attached to each of the panels to measure relative 

panel-to-panel alignment and another single wavefront sensor located near the focal plane to 
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measure the overall shape of the reflector [6-7]. Similar integrated sensing systems have 

been proposed for active space telescopes and a variety of wavefront sensor designs have 

been investigated for telescopes which operate in the visible and near infrared [8-10]. 

However, the designs of these wavefront sensors are not readily adapted to shape 

measurement of a large diffusely reflecting surface as found in a large segmented 

radiometer. Thus, the problem of optically sensing the shape of a large segmented 

radiometer for control purposes remains. 

In this paper, one type of distributed optical sensing technique, fringe projection Moire, 

is analyzed for sensing the contour of a large diffusely reflecting surface. The spatial 

resolution and temporal bandwith are quantified and two techniques for increasing the 

spatial resolution are analyzed in detail. 

1.2 Fringe Projection Moire for Surface Shape Sensing 

Fringe projection Moire is an optical technique which can be used to measure the 

displacement of a surface or surface contour through incoherent imaging. Lord Rayleigh 

first described Moire around 1874 [11]. In 1948, Shepard introduced fringe projection 

Moire for contour measurement [12]. In the early 1970’s the technique was studied again 

for surface contour measurement and many refinements of the technique were proposed 

[13-15]. Briefly, to measure the contour of a surface using fringe projection Moire, an 

image of a pattern, most often a striped pattern from a grating, is projected at an angle onto 

the surface. The surface and pattern are then imaged against a reference pattern and the 

interference of the image and reference patterns produces contour fringes which are the 

Moire pattern (figure 2.1). The shape and spacing of fringes will be a function of the 

angles of projection and viewing, the shape and spacing of the projected and reference 

patterns, and the height of the object at any point. Thus, if the angles of projection and 
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viewing are known, as well as the resolution of the projected and reference patterns, then 

the height of the object can be determined at each point from the phase of the fringes in the 

Moire pattern. 

To improve the sensitivity of the measurement, or increase the resolution of height, it is 

necessary to interpolate between the contour fringes. Three approaches commonly used to 

interpolate between the fringes are: 1) digital image processing, 2) fringe multiplication, 

and 3) electronic phase detection [16-21]. The first technique is computationally intensive 

and typically done offline with interactive programs. Some algorithms have been 

developed in recent years for automatic fringe identification and interpolation, but are still 

computationally intensive and are not suitable for dynamic measurements [15]. For this 

reason, the first approach will not be considered in this paper. The second approach, 

which is optical, and the third, which is electronic, have potentially high temporal 

bandwidths. Therefore these two approaches have been analyzed in detail. The results of 

this analysis and the potential advantages and disadvantages of these two methods for 

improving resolution when sensing the contour of a large diffusely reflecting surface are 

the subjects of this thesis. 

1.3 Outline 

This thesis is organized as follows. In section 2, the theory of optical projection Moire 

for contour sensing is reviewed. In section 3, discusses the interpretation of the Moire 

fringes. Specifically, intensity-based and frequency-based phase measurements are 

described and fringe multiplication, a coherent method of processing the Moire fringes to 

improve resolution, is analyzed. Projection Moire is analyzed at large scale in section 4. 

Experimental results are presented for both methods of phase measurement and for fringe 

multiplication in section 5. Conclusions are presented in section 6. 
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2.0 The Theory of Projection Moire 

2.1 Description of Fringe Projection Moire 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the sensing geometry for the Moire fringe projection method used 

in this paper. An image of a transmission grating Ga, consisting of straight line fringes, is 

projected along the optical axis onto surface & whose contour is to be measured. The 

reflection of surface X and the projected pattern of Ga are focused by imaging optics at a 

viewing angle » from the optic axis onto a plane containing a transmission grating Gp, 

which is a straight lined ruled grating. The Moire pattern created by the transmission of the 

image of surface 2 and the pattern from G, through Gg is detected behind Gg. The 

spacing and phase of the Moire fringe pattern behind Gz is a function of viewing angle 9, 

the angular misalignment between the two gratings 9, (Figure 2.2) the difference in grating 

spacing and the surface height z,, with respect to a zero reference position where z, = 0. 

2.1.1 Moire Pattern of Two Sinusoidal Gratings 

A sinusoidal amplitude grating G 4, of period or pitch p,, is incoherently projected on 

to a surface 2. The surface and projected grating are imaged onto a sinusoidal reference 

grating Gg. The Moire pattern behind Gz will contain information conceming differences 

in the two gratings as well as the position of surface Z. The objective is to determine the 

out of plane displacement Zo Of the surface 2. The details are examined here. 

Let Gy be a sinusoidal amplitude grating of period or pitch p,. Define a coordinate 

system (Figure 2.2) with the x axis perpendicular to the rulings of Ga y axis parallel to the 
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rulings, and z axis coincident with the optic axis z’ of the projection system.. Along x, the 

transmittance of Ga is 

1 21X 9.1.1 + Sos (204) (2.1.1) 

as shown in Figure 2.3. At every x =cp,, where c = 0, 1, 2, 3.. the grating transmittance 

is maximum and at every x = (2c + 1)p,/2 the transmittance is minimum. If this grating is 

rotated about the z axis by an angle x = 6/2, the new grating spacing is determined by the 

rotation of coordinates (Figure 2.2). Using the rotation matrix for a right handed Cartesian 

coordinate system with y and @ = 0 (Appendix A) the relationship of the new coordinates 

x’, y’ to the current coordinates x, y is represented by 

  

OB _sinD cos= -si 0 
x! 2 2 x 

y'| =| sin® co® 0 | (2.1.2) 
z! 2 2 Zz 

0 0 1 

The transmittance of Ga along x’ is 

Li ene {2n (2) - 2n (9 5 + 500s Do 28 5 Do £“*ysin 5 (2.1.3) 

    

The intensity of the projected image of G, on the flat surface 2 is the product of the 

intensity of the illumination and the transmittance of G, multiplied by a magnification factor 

Ma. Assuming that the illumination is uniform over the field of view then the intensity at 2 

iS proportional to; 

s|_2%_xcos (9) . 2t_ysin (0) +2 2,| , (2.1.4) 1 +4cos 
2 MaPo 2 MaPo MaPo 

  

1 
2 

where z,, is the position of the flat surface along the z axis with respect to a zero reference 

(Figure 2.1). 
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The spacing and phase of the projected grating image of Gy in the plane of Gg are 

altered by the magnification Mp and the viewing angle @. The relationship in grating 

spacing is determined by the transformation of coordinates from that of the projection plane 

to that of the image plane. Using the rotation matrix for a rotation around the y axis 

(Appendix A) by © = -d and y = « = 0, the relationship between coordinates is 

u cosh 0 -sind|r,: 

| a 0 1 0 ae (2.1.5) 
sind Q  cosd 

N
<
 

» 

The intensity pattern at Gg of the projected grating image given that z’ = z,, is proportional 

to 

s|_ 2% — xcos (2}cos _ 20  ysin n (| - _20MB > sin (2.1.6 
MpMaPo %- MpMapPo y 2 MgMaPo 6 ( 

  

1,1 
27 2° 

Let the pitch of the grating image be 

MpMaPo - . 2.1.7 PA= Oe r (2.1.7) 

then (2.1.6) is 

1 + loos 2 Xcos 8} - — _ 2 ysin (2) . 21M Zotano (2. 1.8) 

Assume that the grating Gp is the same sinusoidal amplitude type grating as Ga given 

in (2.1.1) with a pitch of pp and is tilted about the z axis by an angle k =-0/2. Using the 

same rotation matrix from (2.1.2) to determine the change in grating spacing as a result of 

coordinate transformation, the transmittance of Gp along x”’ is 

1... {2x a}, 2 
+ COS s (2x xcos| 5 on OB 4 ysin 2) (2.1.9) 
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The intensity behind Gg is proportional to the product of the image intensity of Ga and the 

transmittance of Gp, and is, 

Total < 1 4 loos i XCOS (2) —20__ ysin (2) 2nMp. sand 

      

4 4 PA Pp Acoso 2 PA 

+ Teos a xcos (2 + a ysin (a + (2.1.10) 

jeos 2 4lxco of 8}. 259 ofa) 28 orp zn cos aT xcosf] +2 2nysin(® I 

  

The last term of (2.1.10) is the term that contains the expression for the Moire pattern. 

Using the identity 

cosEcosG = cos(E + C) + cos(E- €) , (2.1.11) 

the last term in (2.1.10) can be written as the sum and difference of the original cosine 

arguments as 

    

leod 2 (9). 1), in(@)(4-1_ _ 27Mp, 
joo MXCOS 2 (Pr ++ mysin 2/\PB pacosd PA Zotand 

, eit 1 9 : nM (2.1.12) 

aacs() 4 -h]- en + 2) AMO), * hood MXCOS 2 (Bs >a] arysin 2/\PB * Acoso PA zotand 

The second term (or the difference term) of (2.1.12) is the expression which describes the 

intensity of the Moire fringe pattern. If py = pp then (2.1.12) simplifies to 

0 
2 
  

    

leod 4 (2). | oavsin (0) 1.(6089-1| _ 2aMp 
Jeol mxcos {5 ](5—]+ 2nysin [5] = wos Pa 

1 (0) 1. cos + 1 2nMp 
+ Jeo ani >I Da [men + A Zotand| . 

se 

(2.1.13) 

Figure 2.4a is a graph of (2.1.13). Note that the magnitude of the function graphed in 

Figure 2.4a varies in both the x and y directions. Figure 2.4b shows a graph of the first 

term (or the sum term) in (2.1.13) which shows the variation in both x and y. The second 
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term of (2.1.13), which is the Moire term, is graphed in Figure 2.4c and displays the 

lowest frequency pattern of the Figures in 2.4 with a periodic variation in the y direction 

only. The variation in the y direction allows for the measurement of out of plane 

displacement, z, to be extracted as a phase shift of the Moire fringe pattern. Since the 

spatial frequency of the Moire pattern or second term in (2.1.13) is lower than that of the 

sum term and the other carrier patterns, the Moire pattern can be optically low pass filtered. 

To show more clearly that the spatial frequency of the Moire term can be much smaller than 

the sum term, 2.5a is a graph of the first term (sum term) in (2.1.12) with z, = 0, 0/2 =0, 

= 45 degrees, py, = .333 mm, and pg = .308 mm. Figure 2.5b is the Moire term of 

(2.1.12) given the above parameters. It is apparent here that of the two terms in (2.1.12) 

the Moire term contains the lowest spatial frequency. 

The information that determines the Moire pattern spacing and phase is contained in the 

argument of the Moire term in (2.1.13) when the argument is set equal to increments of 27. 

Solving for y by equating the argument of the difference or Moire term to 271,,, 

    

      

  

= mPa [see Mpzosin 4) (2.1.14) 
sin (2 cosh + 1 sin (2 | cosh + 1 

2 2 

which is the form: y = lL Pioire t+ Ay where 1,, = 0, 1, 2, 3.... The pitch of the Moire 

pattern is 

COS 
Pmoire = PA =. | (2.1.15) 

sin a cos + 1 

  

and Ay the shift of the fringes in distance is 

_ MgZpsino 

in (D sin | 5 

1 

coso + 1 
Ay . (2.1.16)   
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It is apparent here that the position of the Moire pattern fringes Ay, or the phase term where 

the phase, defined as phase = 2m Ay / Py ire» yields the out of plane information. The out 

of plane displacement is dependent on the pitch of the two original gratings, the 

magnification from the surface to the second grating, the angular misalignment between the 

two gratings, and the system viewing angle. 

It is possible to determine the spacing and phase of the Moire pattern by: 1) setting the 

arguments of the two gratings equal to increments of 2a (as done previously) and 2) 

subtracting the resulting two equations. The result is an equation like that of (2.1.14) that 

only describes the spacing and phase of the Moire pattern. This method is used to describe 

the Moire pattern of two Ronchi type gratings in the next section. 

2.1.2. The Moire Pattern of Two Ronchi Gratings 

The theory described previously applies in the case of Ronchi type gratings. Let the 

transmission of a Ronchi type grating (bar and space) be described by the convolution of 

the rect function with a series of delta functions arranged periodically as in the expression 

N 

rect | * >, 8(x-np) 
n=0 

1 for -P<x<P 
X) = 2 2 

where rect ID 0 elsewhere (2.1.17) 
4», _{/l when x=np for n=0, 1, 2, 3, | 

and 6(x-np) = elsewhere 

as in Figure 2.6. By examining Figure 2.6 it is apparent that the transmission function of 

(2.1.17) can be written in terms of pitch and phase. An expression denoting only the center 

position of each space in the grating along x is written as x=np, where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...In 
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this form G, can be written, 

X=NADo (2.1.18) 

where n, = 0,1,2,3... If the grating G, is shifted about the +z axis by 8/2, projected onto 

surface X, and viewed at an angle > oblique to the -z axis as in the previous section, the 

image at Gp is 

x cosd cost -y sin? - ZoMsz sind = napoMaMs . (2.1.19) 

Gp is again shifted around the +z axis by an angle -6/2 and represented as 

X cost +y sind =MNp pe , (2.1.20) 

where np = 0, 1, 2, 3,... Again making the substitution for p, where 

_ Po Ma Mp 

A cost (2.1.21) Pp 

the Moire fringe pattern is found by taking the difference between (2.1.19) and (2.1.20) 

and is 

x|2 -2] cosh - YS cosp Ps sin® ome =Im. (2.1.22) 
Pa Pp 2 pacosh Ps 

  

When pa = Pp, (2.1.22) is simplified to the form similar to the argument of term two in 

(2.1.14) in which the variation in x is zero. Therefore, solving for y will yield the 

information about the pitch and phase of the Moire fringe pattern where 

  

y= Impacoso - ZoMb sind (2.1.23) 

[1 + coso| sing [1 + cos] sing 

which has the form y = 1, + Ay and where 1,, = ng - ng = 0, 1, 2,.... Note that 
Pmoire 
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(2.1.23) is identical to (2.1.15). 

As previously determined the phase shift of the Moire pattern (phase of (2.1.22)) yields 

the out of plane displacement information, z,. Therefore, by monitoring the phase of the 

Moire intensity fringe pattern the out of plane displacement of surface X can be determined. 

The effects of these parameters as well as the grating pitch on the Moire pattern will be 

discussed in the next section. 

2.2 Analysis of the Moire Pattern Parameters 

For a fixed viewing angle the Moire fringe intensity pattern can be altered by adjusting 

the pitch of either or both gratings or the angular misalignment 9, between the two 

gratings. The effects of varying pitch, misalignment angle, and viewing angle will now be 

explored. 

2.2.1 The Effects of Varying Pitch 

From equation (2.2.14) it follows that for p, not equal to pp, and 8 =0, that 

1 _ 1) _ 2%Mptano _ 
x (Ba a8] PA Im > (2.2.1) 

where 1, = 0, 1, 2, 3, ....Note that in this case the fringes are a function of x only with 

period or pitch, (p, Pp) / (Pg - pa). Rearranging (2.2.1) the relationship between x and z, 

iS 

_ PAPB PB 2.2.2 

In (| * Zo Ms tand [PP (2.2.2) 

As the relative difference in grating pitch increases the pitch of the Moire pattern decreases. 
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In Figure 2.7a the grating pitches of G, and Gp are approximately 0.6 mm and 1.23 mm 

respectively. The difference in pitch is roughly 0.63 mm producing a Moire pattern with a 

1.2 mm pitch. In Figure 2.7b the pitch of Ga is changed to 1.5 mm resulting in a pitch 

difference of .25 mm and a Moire pitch of 7.0 mm. The pitch difference in Figure 2.7b 

was smaller than the pitch difference in Figure 2.7a and hence there was a larger Moire 

pitch in Figure 2.7b. 

There are two effects that influence the contrast or visibility of the Moire fringes: 1) the 

pitch difference between the two gratings, and 2) the ratio of bar to space width in the case 

of Ronchi-type gratings. 

If the out of plane displacement z,, and the angular misalignment 9, are set to zero, 

then from (2.1.12), the resulting intensity pattern is 

we. lil 21x 21X Total 4 + 4oos am) + Leos { DR 22x) 

+ Leos (2mx {+ d}) + Leos (2mx {Le -L) C2) 

If pa= 2pp (2.2.3) becomes 

Total & i+ 4cos (2) + 10s (22x + icos (22x) + 4008 (2x) . (2.2.4) 

The Moire term (last term of (2.2.4) and (2.2.3)) now has the same spatial frequency as the 

first term or sum term in (2.2.4). Thus, p, = pp, it is impossible to separate the Moire 

pattern from the pattern of the first or second gratings. To separate the Moire pattern from 

other patterns within the image, the difference between p, and pp must be small enough so 

that the frequency of the Moire pattern does not approach the frequency of either of the two 

gratings, or 

PA~ PB (4 Pa OF pg . (2.2.5) 

Another effect that influences the visibility of the Moire fringes is the ratio of bar width 
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to space width of Ronchi gratings. Using the parameters defined by Post in reference [18], 

R = bar width / space width of a Ronchi grating (Figure 2.8a,b) and the transmittance of a 

Ronchi grating is defined as T = 1 / (R+1). For optimum fringe sharpness, if R = a for 

grating one, then R = 1/a for grating two or vice versa. In other words, if grating one had 

a transmittance represented by Figure 2.8a and grating two had a transmittance represented 

in Figure 2.8b, the result would be a sharper Moire fringe. According to Post the width of 

the bright fringe H, (Figure 2.9) can be predicted by the transmittance of the grating with 

the larger R (Figure 2.8a) such that 

W_7=_l_-e space width 

H 1+R bar width + space width ’ 
  (2.2.6)   

where W is the width of a dark fringe. It is also possible to achieve sharper fringes with 

two gratings that both have R greater than one but the overall intensity of the pattern is 

reduced. Figure 2.10a illustrates the sharper fringes using a grating of R greater than one 

together with a grating of R less than one. In Figure 2.10b the Moire fringes are not as 

well defined since both gratings have the same R less than one. 

2.2.2 The Effects of Varying Grating Alignment Angle 

The pitch of the Moire pattern (2.1.15) shows an inverse dependence on sin(@/2). 

Figure 2.11 is a plot of 1/sin(@) showing the multiplication factor of the Moire pitch for 

increasing angle @. To further illustrate the point, Figure 2.12a shows the Moire pattern of 

two amplitude sinusoidal gratings with the same pitch but with an angular misalignment of 

four degrees. There are twice as many fringes in the Moire pattern of the same two 

gratings with an angular misalignment of eight degrees as seen in Figure 2.12b. To 

demonstrate the effect with two Ronchi gratings, Figure 2.13a shows two gratings 
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misaligned by angle 8 and Figure 2.13b shows two gratings misaligned by an angle larger 

than the @ in Figure 2.13a. It is apparent here that increasing the angle @ increases the total 

number of fringes in the Moire pattern. 

2.2.3 The Effects of Varying Viewing Angle 

Another parameter to consider is the viewing angle of the Moire projection system. By 

altering the viewing angle, the pitch of G, at Gp is changed and therefore, so is the pitch of 

the Moire pattern. In equation (2.2.1) the sensitivity of z, is determined by the pitch of the 

gratings used to form the Moire pattern, the magnification required to image G, on to Gp 

such that the grating pitches are nearly the same, and by the tangent of the viewing angle 9. 

Solving for the sensitivity S described by the phase shift (of single degree) per out of plane 

displacement z,,, 

= . (2.2.7)     

Figure 2.14 is a graph of tan and illustrates that as the viewing angle is increased the 

sensitivity of the phase per out of plane displacement z, is increased as well. 
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3.0 Interpretation of Moire Fringes 

The goal is to determine the out-of-plane displacement of a surface 2 by monitoring the 

phase shift of the incoherent Moire fringe pattern. First, two approaches for determining 

the phase of the Moire pattern are described; 1) filtering and interpolating the intensity 

pattern and comparing the smoothed pattern against a reference sinusoid, and; 2) scanning 

the projected fringes across the surface 2 and determining the phase of the moving Moire 

pattern at each point in the image by comparing the phase of the output of a photodetector 

positioned at a point to a signal of the same frequency. Second, a method is described for 

processing the Moire fringe pattern to increase the resolution using coherent optical 

processing. 

3.1 Intensity-Based Phase Detection 

In general, it is difficult to measure the phase shift of the Moire pattern by measuring 

the intensity. The signal to noise ratio is often low and the intensity of the fringe pattern is 

affected by the nonuniformity of source illumination as well as surface reflectivity. In 

addition, the high frequency carrier patterns can hinder fringe visibility. Finally, to make 

the phase shift measurement the fringes must be identified by order number and tracked. 

This can be cumbersome. For these reasons, quantitative data is difficult to obtain. 

A simple algorithm has been developed and implemented on a personal computer for 

filtering a digitized Moire pattern and matching the filtered pattern to a reference sinusoid. 

The digitized Moire pattern is post processed and user interaction is required to identify the 

fringes. Once the Moire fringes are identified by number, four fringes from the center of 
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the pattern are compared to a sinusoidal pattern. The sinusoidal pattern is matched in 

spatial frequency and adjusted in phase to match the Moire fringes. The phase is recorded 

as the average phase of the Moire pattern. 

3.2 Frequency-Based Phase Detection 

Many of the problems of an intensity-based phase measurement can be reduced or 

alleviated by making a frequency-based measurement. To make a measurement based on 

frequency it is necessary to scan the projected grid pattern or fringes over the surface. The 

intensity of the moving Moire pattern is detected at each point in the image using either an 

array of photodetectors or a single photodetector which, following a phase measurement, is 

stepped to a new position in the pattern [20]. Each photodetector is smaller in diameter 

than a fringe and as a result, the output of a photodetector as a function of time is 

sinusoidal. Using a phase meter or lock-in amplifier, the phase at each point in the Moire 

pattern is determined by comparing the output of each photodetector (or the output of a 

single photodetector at each position) to a reference signal of the same frequency. 

The stability and sensitivity of a frequency-based phase measurement depends not only 

on the type of instrument used to measure the phase, but also on the technique used to scan 

the projected fringes. Following a brief discussion of the theory of electronic, or 

frequency-based phase detection, two techniques which have been used to scan projected 

fringes are described and compared. These techniques are: 1) using an acousto-optic 

modulator, and; 2) moving one arm of a Michelson interferometer with a piezoelectric 

translator. Descriptions of other techniques including mechanically moving a grating are 

found in reference [20]. 
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3.2.1 Theory of Electronic Phase Detection 

If a grating G, is shifted in time at a constant velocity v, then, similar to the expression 

derived for the transmittance of a stationary grating (2.2.1), the expression for the 

transmittance of the moving grating is 

1 +teos AEX 20vt) | (3.2.1) 
2 Po 

The image intensity of Ga at Gp is then 

  

141 os | 2mxcose _ 2KZsingd _ arvicose 32.2 

2 *2°°S\MMpps  MaMupo  MaMpo C22) 
The transmittance of Gg is 

1,1 2X 1 + Leos (208 aD (3.2.3) 

and if 

- PoMaMp (3.2.4) 
cosd 

the Moire pattern of (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) is 

Log « le! 1 _i\.2 my). 2. total 5 + 7008 (21x Da” PB DA Z tand DA vi] (3.2.5) 

Setting pa = pp in (3.2.5), 

« 141 2n |. lrotal 1 + Jos [ct + 2 z.tanp (3.2.6) 

From (3.2.6) it can be seen that the Moire pattern is a traveling wave of frequency @ = 

2nv/pa and phase = (2% z,tano) / pa. This phase information can be extracted using a 

phase meter which compares the signal to a reference signal of frequency w/2m. Because 

the phase is determined by comparing the frequency of two signals, the measurement is not 
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as sensitive as an intensity based measurement. Analysis of the sensitivity of a 

representative phase detector, a lock-in amplifier, to the ratio of the input signal-to-noise is 

included in chapter four. 

3.2.2 Methods for Generating Moving Fringes 

Two techniques for generating moving fringes are now described. These techniques 

have been tested experimentally. The first technique described uses an acousto-optic 

modulator. The second technique uses a piezoelectric actuator to translate one arm of a 

Michelson interferometer. 

An acousto-optic cell of window size D (figure 3.1), will transmit sound at a velocity 

V, in T, seconds. This cell when driven by a modulation frequency of F,,,5q will generate 

a grating of period p where 

  pao = SS. (3.2.7) 
Fmod 

The number of fringes over the window is 

# fringes/window = (3.2.8) D 
Pao 

Therefore, the period and fringe density are based on the modulation frequency signal to 

the acousto-optic modulator. Equation (3.2.7) shows that the higher the modulation 

frequency, the smaller the grating period. The modulation frequency is also the frequency 

that the fringes move across the window in time. For example, if the velocity of sound in a 

typical acousto-optic modulator is .617 mm/us and the window diameter is 25.4 mm, at a 

modulation frequency of 200 KHz, the pitch of the grating will be approximately 3 mm. 

With this pitch there will be eight fringes in the cell window. 
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A moving grating can also be generated using a Michelson interferometer with one 

moving mirror. The fringes of a Michelson interferometer are formed by the interference 

pattern of two beams with a slight optical path length difference (figure 3.2). Light travels 

through a beamsplitter and divides into two separate beams. Each beam encounters a 

mirror and is reflected back from where it came. The two beams enter the beamsplitter and 

reunite to form a fringe intensity pattern on the projection surface. From figure 3.2, the 

distance from the beam-splitter to the stationary mirror isd , The stationary mirror is 

assumed to be in the x-y plane normal to the optical axis z. The distance from the 

beamsplitter to the moving mirror at an instant in time is dy. The intensity pattern of the two 

interfering beams yields a fringe pattern based on the difference d = dy - dq and the mirror 

alignment angle to the x-y plane (figure 3.3a) The optical path length difference 

determines the spacing and orientation of the fringe pattern, 

I © cos aE path length difference (3.2.9) 

where A is the wavelength of the source illumination. The path length difference between 

the two mirrors is set to zero at one end along the x axis, as shown in Figure 3.3a. One 

mirror is rotated by @ around the y axis and y around the x axis (not pictured in figure 

3.3a). The other mirror is perpendicular to the optical axis z. The path difference between 

the mirrors is 2d where d is found in terms of the x and y coordinates of mirror one by 

using the rotation matrix (Appendix A, (A.6)). The distance d is multiplied by a factor 2 

since each beam travels to a mirror and back again. The expression for the physical path 

difference is 

2d = - 2x cosy sing + 2y siny . (3.2.10) 

Therefore, the intensity fringe pattern is 
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I < cos am 2x cosy sing + 2y sin] , (3.2.11) 

In order to generate straight line fringes along the x direction, y must be set to zero (as in 

figure 3.3a) so that with @ =o, (3.2.11) can be simplified to 

I c cos Ce 2x sino] . (3.2.12) 

The pitch of this fringe pattern is A / 2sino and can be adjusted by changing the angle o. If 

mirror one is shifted by a very small distance along the z axis as in figure 3.3b, the 

expression for intensity is 

I « cos{2% 2x sing +22 2a\ . (3.2.13) 
a x 

The expression in (3.2.13) is a fringe pattern along x. The phase shift with respect to x is 

dependent on d. If this distance d were to change in time by v in units of distance per 

second (3.2.13) becomes 

I « cos {2% 2x sing + 22 2vt | . (3.2.14) 
4 x 

The expression in (3.2.14) is a moving grating of temporal frequency 2v/A Hz and of 

spatial frequency 2sino/A fringes per meter. Therefore, changing the velocity of the 

moving mirror alters the temporal frequency and changing the angular alignment alters the 

spatial frequency of the fringes. 
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3.3 Coherent Optical Processing of Moire Fringes 

The Moire fringes from the projection Moire system are incoherent but can be 

transduced to coherent fringes by a spatial light modulator (SLM) (figure 3.4). The 

incoherent fringes are recorded and the information is sent to an SLM which acts as a mask 

for a coherent source. The output of the transducing system is a coherent Moire pattern that 

contains the same information as the original incoherent Moire pattern. Once in a coherent 

form, the pattern can then be optically filtered to increase visibility and the fringes can be 

interpolated. The coherent interpolation method discussed in this section is known as 

fringe multiplication. 

3.3.1 Fringe Multiplication 

Fringe multiplication occurs when light is doubly diffracted by two gratings which are 

superimposed and illuminated by a coherent source [18-19]. Light emerging from the first 

grating is diffracted into orders. The orders enter the second grating and are diffracted again 

as seen in figure 3.5. It is easier to understand and implement fringe multiplication if, 

instead of passing all of the diffracted orders from the first grating, all but two of the orders 

are filtered out. The technique of passing only selected orders in fringe multiplication was 

first described by Sciammarella in reference [17]. A schematic diagram illustrating an 

experiment setup for filtering only two orders is shown in figure 3.6. A derivation of the 

predicted intensity along the x axis at the output of the setup shown in figure 3.6 follows. 

The transmittance of a Ronchi grating (figure 3.7) is a periodic function and therefore 

can be represented by a Fourier series. A Fourier series representation of a periodic 
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function f(x) with period p is 

f(x) = }° am cos(mkx) + bmsin(mkx) 
m=0 

where 
Pp 

ain = a" f(x)cos(mkx)dx (3.3.1) 
.P 
2 

and 

to
 

bn = ai" f(x)sin(mkx)dx , 
2 

and where the spatial frequency k = 27 / p. If grating G, in figure 3.7 is rotated about the 

z axis by an angle y, then the pitch of G, along x is scaled by 1/cosy and for any position 

y the phase of the transmittance of G, along x is shifted by an amount h = h(y) = -ysiny 

(figure 3.7). Let the pitch of grating G, be p, = p/cosy, and the finite width of G, 

(aperture width) be described by 

f 1 for _NP1 gy < NP1 | 

rect (Nps) | 0 ? elsewhere , (3.3.2) 

where N is the number of periods or slits, then for any y position, the transmittance of G, 

along x can be described by the Fourier series 

oo 

Ti(x) =| > am cos (2amx + 2mmh) rect (| 

  

m0 Pi 

where 

am = sinc (ME) cos (2amh) (3.3.3) 

and where 

sinc(x) = Sint) . 

In figure 3.6, it is assumed that G, is illuminated by a plane wave. For plane wave 
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illumination the (complex) amplitude of the light transmitted by G, is proportional to the 

transmittance T, . Furthermore, because G, is located in the front focal plane of the first 

lens, the complex amplitude of the transmitted wavefront in the plane of F, is proportional 

to the Fourier transform of the transmittance T,. From equation (3.3.3) and the definition 

of the Fourier transform of a function f(x) as 

Fuy=—- | f£ - Jux ; 3.3.4 (u) an [. (x) e- JUx dx ( ) 

it follows that the Fourier transform of T, is 

oo 

FT) = 3} sine (M2) cos (2#mh) sinc (Npy[u - 20} (3.3.5)   

m= -co 

The filter F, is constructed so as to pass only the +m and -m orders. That is, the slits 

are centered at the spatial frequencies +/- 2%m/p, and are equal in width to the sinc(Np,u) 

functions defined in equation (3.3.5). The amplitude transmitted by F, is reimaged by the 

second lens at Gy. As before, the complex amplitude of the wavefront at Go is 

proportional to the Fourier transform of the product of the complex amplitude of the 

wavefront incident on F, and the transmittance of F,. Provided the widths of the slits in F, 

are equal to the widths of the sinc functions centered at +/- 2mm/p,, the effect of Fy is to 

filter out the +m and -m orders without otherwise altering the amplitude of the wavefront. 

Therefore, the complex amplitude of the wavefront incident on G, can be obtained directly 

by taking the expression for the mth order of the transmittance T, as 

Am(x) e sinc (= COs (2zmh. Cos [2amx + 2nmh| . (3.3.6) 

The field amplitude behind G, is the product of the amplitude of the wavefront incident 
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on G» and the transmittance of G, , or A,,(x) T2(x). Like the transmittance of G,, the 

transmittance of G2 of pitch p, can be described by a Fourier series as 

T2(x) = oy an COS amnx rect (Npol , 

where (3.3.7) 

an = sinc (a) , 

The symbol N, denotes the number of lines in the grating. The amplitude of the field in the 

plane of F, is proportional to the Fourier transform of the field amplitude directly behind 

G, . From the convolution theorem, it follows that the Fourier transform of the amplitude 

behind G, is the convolution of the Fourier transform of A ,,(x) with the Fourier transform 

of the transmittance of G5, 

F(u) = F(A,,) * F(T) . (3.3.8) 

The Fourier transform of A_,(x) is 

F(A) c¢ e-i2mmh/pi § (u . 2mm) + et j2umh/pi § (u + 2um) (3.3.9) 

It is assumed here that the aperture size of the second grating, G» is either the same size as 

grating one, G, or smaller than the aperture of G,. The rect function in (3.3.9) is therefore 

omitted. From equations (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) and the fact that f(x)*85(x-xg) = f(x-Xq), it 

follows that except for a complex phase term, the field amplitude incident on F, is just the 

sum of two fields each of which is proportional to the Fourier transform of T5. One is 

centered about +2%m/p, in spatial frequency space, the other is centered about - 2%m/p). 

This is shown more explicitly by solving for the field amplitude at F,. 

From equation (3.3.7), the Fourier transform of T,(x) is 
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F(T2) « 
n iM

 

sinc (m2) sinc (Npqu - 2&0) rect (TO . (3.3.10) 

Therefore, the amplitude of the field at the filter F, is 

oo 

F(u) c< e- j2nmh / pi 6 {u - 2am) x x sinc (02) sinc (Np u - 2x0} 

oo 

+ et j2nmh / pi 5(u + 2qmn) « > sinc (az) sinc (Np u - 2m) 
n= -0e 

(3.3.11) 

= e- j2nmh/ pi x sinc ‘ea sinc (Npqu - 23 - 2En. + 2mm) 
n= 

co 

4+ et j2amh/ pi y sinc (az sinc (Npq[u - 22 - 250. - 2um) 
Nl = -co 

Note that each of the n orders in equation (3.3.11) is scaled in width by the total width of 

the grating Gy, Npo. 

Figure 3.9a shows graphically the amplitude of equation (3.3.11) form =1, n=-9 

through 9. Figures 3.9b and 3.9c show similar plots for the cases m = 2 and m = 3, 

respectively, n = -9 through 9. Notice that in each of the figures 3.10a-3.11b there are two 

peaks symmetric about the zero point for each order n. With increasing m, the distance 

between these two peaks per order n becomes larger. This implies higher spatial frequency 

content of the image for larger values of m. What happens physically is, the larger m, the 

higher the diffracted order off the first grating and the greater the number of fringes present 

in the output image. This becomes more evident when one spatial frequency is filtered 

through F., and reimaged at the viewing screen. 

The exact increase in the number of fringes, or the multiplication factor will now be 
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established. Orders of n overlap with orders of n’ = n + 2m where n is the smaller of the 

two order numbers. In figure 3.1la and b and equation (3.3.11) it can be seen that for 

each order n there exists two discrete peak spatial frequencies. Figures 3.10a and b show 

the locations of peak frequencies for n = 1 and n = -1. The plots in figure 3.11 show the 

shift in frequency content for n = 2 andn=-2. By comparing figures 3.11b and 3.12 the 

right peak of n = - 2 in figure 3.11b and the left peak of order n = O (figure 3.12) are 

located at approximately the same frequency. The left peak of any n order corresponds to 

the first term in (3.3.11) or the peak located at 27n/p> - 2mm/p, and the left peak of any n 

order corresponds to the second term of (3.3.11) or the peak located at 2mn/p> + 2nm/p,. 

The frequency location in which there is a peak of order n and a peak of order n’ =n + 2m 

are what is typically referred to as anr group or r order [18-19]. For example, in figure 

3.9a the discrete spatial frequencies are labeled as r-orders or as r-groups where the center 

peak is considered r = 0, the next r= 1 and so on. The relationship between r and n is 

n=r-m and n’=r+m. 

Figure 3.13 illustrates the r groups for m = 1, 2 and 3. It is a single r group that is 

filtered by F>. From equation (3.3.11) the field amplitude of an r order group is 

oc ej2mmh/pi ging (DE 2mn , 2am F,(u) eJ Pi sinc ( 5 sinc (Npdu - (20 + D1 } 

+ e°j2mmh/pi sinc (AZ sinc (Npdu a 2nm |) . 
(3.3.12) 

The inverse Fourier transform yields the complex amplitude of the rth order group at the 

viewing screen which is 

A,(x) e ej2mmh/p: sinc (AE) rect (Nol? jan * om * 

(3.3.13) 
  

2mn' | 20 
+ e-J2mmh/pi sinc (a x rect (Nos je jae P2 : pm Np2 
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Substituting n’ =n + 2m, py = p /cosy, and p = p, into (3.3.13) and solving for the 

intensity, yields the image at the output screen of figure 3.6 

. x ofan _ of{n+ 2mir| I(x) rect Rall sinc? (2) + sinoy B+ mie (3.3.14) 

+ 2 sinc (Az) sinc (a2 Zour | COS 
4xmhcosy 

p 
| 

The last term in (3.3.14) is the Moire pattern. The expression in (3.3.14) implies that as 

    

fn cosy - 1) - 

higher orders of m are chosen the sensitivity of the phase term increases, where 

A4nmmhcosy 
phase = 

p 

Therefore, the sensitivity of the Moire fringe pattern to a translation h, in any r group 

monitored, can be adjusted by filtering through a different order pair m, from the first 

grating G,. The pitch of the Moire pattern is multiplied by m as can be seen in (3.3.14). 

The visibility of the Moire pattern is governed by the difference in amplitude between 

the n’th order and the nth order that form an r order group. The visibility is described 

mathematically as 

2 sinc (Az sinc (‘9+ 2mln) 

{n+ mir} 
2 

Visibility = 

sinc? (82) + sinc?| 

The r order groups that contain the highest visibility are formed by n orders that are closest 

in magnitude when combined in the Fourier plane. Therefore, as one might expect based 

on symmetry, r = 0 will always have the highest visibility no matter what the value of m. 

However, except for the case where m = 1, r = O will not have the highest intensity. 
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3.3.2 Frequency Based Phase Detection of the Multiplied Moire Fringes 

If the grating G is translated along the x direction in time at a constant velocity then h 

becomes a function of time and can be written as 

h(t) = h(y) + vt. 

The intensity expression at the output screen for any r order group is then 

  

    

  

I(x) e< a% rect (Nol B+ B'cos, xm 1) - —_— : — . 

where 

B = sinc?{aa + sinc *2min , 
2 2 

(n+2m)\n (3.3.15) 
ro : nT) «:; n+Zm | 

B 2 sinc ( 7 | sinc [etemln ; 

and 

2. = sinc4nx| cos? 2mmh(y)cosy + =| . 
m 4 D 5 

  

The last term of (3.3.15) is the Moire pattern. The last term is found by the product of an” 

and the cosine term in I(x) of (3.3.15) and is 

last term of I,(x) «< cos [AnmX (cosy - 1) 

(3.3.16) 
8mmh(y)cosy 8xmvtcosy 

p p 
  + COs 

  

SRE (cosy -1) - 

To extract the phase information from the Moire pattern (last term) in (3.3.16), a detection 

system would lock in on the scanning frequency w = 8%mvcosy/p. It is apparent from 

(3.3.16) that the frequency of the fringes scanning across x in time increases with 

increasing orders of m. Electronic phase detection of this moving fringe pattern would 

again yield a phase that is a function of h given by (3.3.16). 
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4.0 Projection Moire at Large Scale 

The analysis of projection moire contour sensing with coherent processing at large scale 

can be divided in two sections. Section one considers the power, displacement sensitivity, 

and bandwidth at large scale of the incoherent projection moire system. Section two 

addresses the effects of large scale on the power, sensitivity and bandwidth of the coherent 

processing system. 

4.1 The Incoherent Projection Moire System 

4.1.1 Source Power 

Let the power from the source illuminating Ga, be P,. The output beam from the source 

is focused, filtered, collimated and expanded before illuminating G,. At each lens and 

filter the beam experiences power losses. If the transmission of the power after incurring 

these losses is represented as TPs where Tis (1 - losses) and A.) is the area of G , that is 
col 

illuminated, then the intensity of the illumination at G, can be written 

  _ Ps 4.1.1 
fen Acol > ( oa ) 

where the units are watts/mm2. Assume that the losses due to the projection optics to 

surface X are taken in account by T in (4.1.1). The intensity at surface 2, is scaled by the 

magnification M , or 

Ip = 1G , (4.1.2) 
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where (M,)? is the ratio of the area of ¥ to the area of the collimated beam. 

The intensity at the second grating Gx is a function of the scattering of light from the 

surface 2. Assume that surface & is a diffuse surface which reflects all light incident upon 

it in the form of scattering. By Lambert’s law, the intensity of the reflection from surface & 

is a fraction of the incident intensity. Therefore, let 1 be the symbol for the ratio of 

intensity reflected from 2, Mg be the magnification from 2 to Gp and FF, be the f-number 

of the imaging lens to Gg The intensity at Gp is 

- Tr (4.1.3) 
M3 (2 Fi}? 

Gp 

where (Mp)* is the ratio of the illuminated area at Gx to the illuminated area of 2 and the f- 

number is defined as F* = focal length / diameter of lens. It is assumed that the image of 

the moire pattern behind Gp is recorded by a charge-coupled device camera (CCD camera). 

The camera lens will focus the moire pattern on a chip of integrated photodetectors. Let the 

magnification from the moire pattern image to the CCD chip be M,, the ratio of the chip 

area to the moire pattern area be M 2 and the f-number of the camera lens be F*,, The 

intensity at the CCD camera is 

lecp = ——Sa__ (4.1.4) 
Mz (2 FS) 

Substituting the expression for IG, into (4.1.4) the expression for the intensity at the CCD 

camera becomes 

TT Ps Iccp = . (4.1.5) 
16 (Ma Ms M, Fi FS) Acot 

  

To determine a numerical value for the total power losses in (4.1.5) assume the following: a 

reflectivity of 50 %,M, = 9, Mz = .04, M, = .5, 20% total loss due to lenses, F#, =20, 
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and F*, = 5.8. Therefore, the intensity 

cep = (2.9*10°3)¢P./ Aco) (watts/mm?). 

The power from the source to the CCD camera can drop by three orders of magnitude if it 

is assumed that the source spot size is about one mm in diameter. 

Continuous wave (CW) solid state lasers of two watts power output are available. A 

typical CCD camera can detect in the microwatt range with possibly a decrease in the 

bandwidth by a delay in shutter speeds. Using the above example a two watt laser would 

result in a 6 milliwatt signal which the camera is capable of detecting. 

Using higher quality lenses (other than in the previous example) can increase t and a 

larger reflectivity coefficient N, can result in a higher intensity output at the camera. The 

collimation area can be reduced but not without compromising the moire pattern resolution 

and limiting the sensitivity of the system to out of plane displacements of 2. However, 

coarse resolution of the moire pattern is allowable since the coherent processing system 

functions to regain sensitivity lost in the incoherent moire system. 

4.1.2 Resolution and Range 

The sensitivity of the system to out of plane displacements Z,, is limited by the pixel 

dimensions of the camera. If the CCD camera circuit consists of pixels of width Accp then 

the pitch of the moire fringes can be no smaller than 2Accp assuming one to one 

magnification, and still be resolved or 

Pmoire > 2 Accp . (4.1.6) 

For a camera containing a chip with pixel dimension Accp = 6.6 microns/pixel, the moire 
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spatial frequency can be no finer than 76 lp/mm. 

The smallest z, detectable by the system, based on only the CCD camera resolution can 

be determined by the smallest resolvable grating pitch. Assume that pp is the grating pitch 

of Gp and that the magnification from behind Gp to the CCD camera chip is one. Recall 

from chapter two that the expression for Paoire iS 

pane tt [ et ) 
) -,(0| \cosd + 1 snl 

Substituting the expression for Pyoire into (4.1.6), the limit on pitch of the gratings used in 

the projection system is 

Ps > 2 Accn [1+cosd] sin (2) , (4.1.7) 

The limit on pitch also affects the sensitivity of the phase shift per out of plane displacement 

Z,. Recall the expression for sensitivity from section two, S = phase/z, = Mpsino/pp. 

Substituting (4.1.7) into the sensitivity expression, 

_ Phase — Mg sind S 
© 2. Acen [1+c089] sin 2} 

(4.1.8)     

Using (4.1.8) to calculate 1/S yields the maximum detectable out of plane displacement z, 

as 

, a 
L 20 2 Accp [1+coso] sin | 7 | 

= > (4.1.9) 
S phase Mg sind 
  

For example, if Accp = 6.6 microns/pixel, viewing angle @ = 45 degrees, and angular 

misalignment between the two gratings is 0/2 = 2 degrees, then if a phase shift of 1 degree 

could be detected the smallest possible out of plane motion detectable would be 1/Mz 
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microns. At a magnification Mp = 1 the smallest resolvable z,, would be 1 micron and at a 

magnification of .02, z, would be 50 microns. A magnification as small as .02 would be 

used in the case where a 1 meter area is monitored and imaged on a grating approximately 2 

cm wide. However, if the projection moire system is incoherent, diffraction effects impose 

a limit on how small the Ronchi grating pitches can be. From experience in the laboratory 

this limit appears to be at a pitch of 50 microns. When using a white light source, gratings 

of finer resolutions than 20 Ip/mm diffract the illumination and decrease the visibility of the 

moire fringes. Therefore, the out of plane displacement per unit degree phase shift would 

be larger than 4.2 microns for a magnification of one and 210 microns for a magnification 

of .02 when 50 microns is used for the limit on the grating pitch (in place of 2Accp). 

Based on this diffraction limit the overall conclusion is that the larger the area being 

monitored, the lower the sensitivity to out of plane displacements. Each increase in 

magnitude of the monitored area on a test surface results in a decrease in magnitude of the 

sensitivity to displacements of the surface. 

In contrast to the minimum displacement per phase shift possible is the largest 

displacement possible. In this case the pitch of the moire pattern would have to be less than 

half of the total length of the photodetector chip or, 

1 * 

Pmoire < Sen’ Acco . (4.1.10) 

The effect on the largest detectable z, per phase shift would be 

Zo 2 N pixels Accp [1+cos6] sin (2 

s 

e 

phase 2 Mp sind (4.1.11) 

Using the previous example where the total number of pixels is 512 across one dimension 

only, the largest z, per unit of phase shift would be 142 microns for a magnification of one 
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and 7.1 mm for a magnification of .02. . 

It is evident from the above discussion that for an incoherent projection moire system 

that uses a CCD camera, the smallest z, measurable is not affected by the camera 

resolution. The sensitivity of the system to z, is more limited by the use of incoherent 

illumination, in which to avoid diffraction effects at the cost of visibility, the grating pitch 

Pp can be no smaller than 50 microns. Based on the relationship between grating pitch and 

out of plane displacement, z, must be greater than 4.2 microns with unit magnification. At 

larger magnifications such as .02 which would be required to monitor a 1 meter area, the 

limit of zo is 210 microns. Measuring large displacments is limited by the size of the CCD 

array. Overall, the magnification of the system will be limited to the sensitivity required. 

Measuring large surfaces would then require some sensitivity enhancement. This 

arrangement would then meet the demand for monitoring a large diffuse surface while still 

maintaining high system sensitivity. Hence the motivation for sensitivity enhancement 

provided by the coherent processing system. 

4.1.3 Bandwidth 

The bandwidth of the moire projection system is limited by the bandwidth of the CCD 

camera. A typical CCD camera operates at 60 Hz frame rate and can have 20 MHz readout 

rate per pixel provided the intensity to the photodetector circuit of the camera is adequate. 

An entire 512 by 512 pixel screen can be downloaded in under 13 milliseconds. It is 

expected that a large flexible structure will not vibrate at frequencies any higher than a few 

Hz [1]. Therefore, this projection system is adequate. 
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4.2 The Coherent Processing System 

To enter the coherent processing stage the signal from the CCD camera is used to drive 

an electronically addressable spatial light modulator (SLM). The SLM is used as a mask 

and illuminated by a coherent source to recreate the moire pattern in coherent form. The 

SLM mask is then the first grating G, in the coherent processing system of figure 3.6. 

Assume for this discussion that the overall magnification of the coherent processing system 

is one to one. 

4.2.1 System Power Considerations 

Let the power of the source illuminating the SLM (G, in Figure 3.6) be P,.. The 

power reaching G, will be reduced by the losses due to the lenses and the losses caused by 

filtering only two orders by filter F, The power of the beam transmitted by F, is 

determined by the transmission coefficient of the order pair m passed through the filter. 

The transmission coefficients t,,, for all m sum to one. The transmission coefficients 

are found by the square of the amplitude magnitude of each Fourier component for order m 

over the sum of all the components in the Fourier transform at F,. Assumming slit width / 

slit spacing is .5 the percentage of power transmitted through the filter F, is described by 

inc] Mz 

Tm= ; sinc | (4.2.1) 

1+ y 2 sinc mz) 
m=1 

for each m order pair. Note that the one in the denominator of (4.2.2) is the power 
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component of the m = 0 order or 1 = sinc2(0) of which there is only one. Figure 4.1 shows 

a table of values of t,,, for m order pairs up to 20 and a graphic representation of (4.2.2) 

for m order pairs up to 10. It is apparent from the graph and table in Figure 4.1 that only 

the odd m order pairs contain significant power and that the component m = 19 has three 

orders of magnitude less power than the m = 0 component. 

The transmission of power to Gz is, 

Pg, = Pc Tlenses Tm 5 (4.2.2) 

where Tenses iS the transmission through the lenses from G, to the second grating Go. 

After G4, the beam experiences losses from two more lenses and the filter F, which only 

passes a single r order group. Power at the detector is given by 

Pdet = Po, Vlenses Tr (4.2.3) 

where Tyonses iS the transmission coefficient based on the losses from the lenses and 1, is 

the transmission coefficient of a particular r order group. The expression for the 

transmission coefficient, t, for any r group, is the percentage of total power of the spectrum 

located at F,, passed through F, and is written 

(atom) 

  

sinc (az +sinc | (42.4) 

a —_ 

ll 

M
s
 

sinc (Az +sinc [(ox2enmtt 
- oO Ir 

where r- m=n. Figure 4.2 is a graph of (4.2.4) with m = 1 for r groups zero through ten. 

The transmission coefficients t, for r groups 0 through 20 are listed in: Table 4.1 for m = 1, 

Table 4.2 for m = 3, and Table 4.3 form =5. Notice that the largest amount of power can 

be found in the r= m component for m = 3 and m= 5. This is true for all m order pairs 

with the exception of m = 1. Using the m = 1 order pair, the largest amount of power is 
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contained in the r= 0 group. Notice that at the odd r groups for any given m (with the 

exception of r = m) the transmission drops to zero. Since the r = m group contains the 

largest amount of power of all the other components in the spectrum , it would seem logical 

to pass the r = m order group with F,. However, the component r = m also has the lowest 

visibility of fringes when reimaged at the detector. Figures 4.3a-d are visibility of fringes 

plots for r groups 0 to 20 with m = 1, 3, 5 and 7, respectively. The r group of lowest 

visibility is the r = m order group. It is also true that the visibility is one in odd r order 

groups where tT, = 0 and in the r = 0 group where Ty, > 0 for all m. Therefore, the r group 

that would provide the best visibility for all order pairs m, with a transmission coefficient 

greater than zero is the r= 0 group. Table 4.4a lists the transmission coefficients for order 

pairs 3 through 19 and Table 4.4b lists the transmission coefficients of the r = 0 group for 

m = 3 through 19. Under the assumption that the r = 0 group is passed by filter F,, the 

transmission coefficients t,, and Tt, are determined by the amount of sensitivity required 

from the system or by the order pair m. 

The power at the detector is determined by substituting (4.2.2) into (4.2.3) and is 

Pdet = Py Tm Tr Tall lenses (4.2.5) 

where Tan jenses 1S the percentage of power transmission after propagation through all the 

lenses in the processing system. If the lenses decrease the power by no more than 30% 

and the m = 19 order pair is passed by filter F, (Table 4.4a,b), the power at the detector 

would be 

Pact = Pye (9°10°7). 

Therefore, it can be concluded that when selecting a high system sensitivity to h or a large 

m, the power from the source to the detector can drop by seven orders of magnitude. 

However, if the m = 3 order pair is chosen the power decreases by three orders of 
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magnitude and only one order of magnitude for m = 1. The power required for the 

coherent processing system would therefore depend on the sensitivity requirement for the 

system. The higher the sensitivity requirement the more power required from the source 

used to illuminate the SLM. 

The power is also influenced by the visibility of the fringe pattern on the SLM. If the 

visibility is poor the r = QO order group power content will decrease as the power to the r= 

+/- m orders increase. In this case, it may be more beneficial to monitor the r = 2 or r= -2 

order groups since the visibility in these orders is high and these orders are closer to the r = 

m order group. 

4.2.2 Sensitivity 

The sensitivity of h per phase shift will depend on the resolution of the SLM, the size 

of photodetector, and the choice of m (system sensitivity required), the order pair filtered 

from the first grating. If the size of a single pixel in the SLM is Ag, yy along the x direction 

then the pitch p (G, is the SLM mask) must be greater than twice the pixel size or, 

p > 2 Asim . (4.2.6) 

Recall, that the phase term of the moire pattern containing h is 

phase = 8mmhcosy 

The sensitivity of h per degree phase shift is therefore, 

h_._F 4.2 
phase 4mcosy ° (4-2-7) 
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Substituting (4.2.6) into (4.2.7) 

  

h Asim 4.2.8 
phase > 2mcosy ’ (4.2.8) 

the sensitivity of h is limited by the pixel size of the SLM. 

The pitch of the moire pattern p,,,ire iS limited by the size of the photodetector, which 

also places restrictions on sensitivity (4.2.8). The size of the detector used must be smaller 

than a single fringe of the moire pattern. If the size of the photodetector along the x 

direction is w,,, then the restraint on the pitch of the moire pattern is, 

Pmoire > 2 Weer (4.2.9) 

From chapter three the pitch of the moire pattern is contained in the term 

4mmx (1 - h PO 

Substituting the expression for the pitch of the moire pattern in to (4.2.9) the condition is 

p 
2m (1 - cosy) > 2 Waer (6.2.19) 

It is possible to determine p such that the condition in (4.2.10) is satisfied but the condition 

in (4.2.6) is not. In order to meet both conditions for any order pair m, a further condition, 

from combining (4.2.6) and (4.2.10) must be placed on y where, 

Asim 1 - —SSIM_é< , 4.2.11 
2M Wdet cos ( 

and solving for y 

-1)y - —Asum | 4.2.12 w < cos *}1 5 | ( ) 
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A typical value for the pixel size of an SLM is Ag) yy = 7.0 microns. Photodetectors that 

have high bandwidths can have diameters of wg, = 1.0 mm. Since it is unlikely that an m 

higher than 19 would be used due to power losses, using an m = 19 should suffice for 

meeting the condition of (4.2.12). With these assumptions the misalignment angle w must 

be smaller than 1.1 degrees. Substituting 1 degree for yin (4.2.8) the sensitivity of h per 

unit phase is 

h_ _ 3.5*10° 
phase m , 
  

Table 4.5 lists the values of displacement h per unit phase. For m = 1 an h of 3.5 microns 

is detectable for each degree of phase shift and for m = 19 an h of .18 microns is detectable 

per degree phase shift. Therefore, based on these estimates for pixel size of the SLM, 

diameter of the point photodetector, and an m no larger than 19 the smallest h resolvable 

per degree phase would be 180 nm. However, it is also possible to measure phase shifts 

of less than a degree with a high performance lock-in amplifier which would improve the 

resolution limit on h. 

4.2.3 Bandwidth 

The bandwidth of the coherent processing system will be mainly dependent on the 

frame rate of the SLM coupled with the response of the lock in amplifier, the required 

sensitivity (m), and the scan rate of the apparatus used to scan the entire two dimensional 

moire pattern. If the frame rate of the SLM is f, and the size of a single pixel is A, then 

the limit on the velocity of the moving fringes v, 41S 
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Vsim < f; Asim . (4.2.13) 

Recall from chapter two that the frequency in radians per second of the scanning fringes is 

87mvcos 
@ = ommvcosy 

p 

Substituting (4.2.13) into the expression for frequency of the scanning fringes (v = vg, y)at 

the detector, 

< 4m fr Accp cosy 
4.2.14 9 ( ) 

Typical SLM’s can respond at f, = 100 frames per second. The fringes will therefore be 

able to move no faster than 0.7 mm/s. Using the restrictions on p and yw from section 

4.2.2 the frequency of the scanning fringes at the detector is 

f < 200*m. 

Therefore, under these assumptions the frequency limit at the detector for the minimal 

sensitivity requirement where m = 1, is 200 Hz. For the maximum sensitivity requirement 

where m =19 the frequency limit is 3.8 KHz. 

The frequency of the scanning fringes must always be less than 3.8 KHz. The low 

frequency of this signal from a photodetector will be the limiting factor on the system 

bandwidth. Typical photodetectors can respond in the nanosecond range and will not 

hinder the data acquisition. However, realistically the amount of noise from the detector 

circuit will decrease the bandwidth by forcing the lock-in to filter the low frequency signal 

with a longer integration time. This being so, the bandwidth of the system will be higher 

when the system sensitivity is higher or when m is large. Finally, the largest limiting factor 

will be the apparatus that scans the photodetector over the entire two dimensional moire 
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fringe pattern. 
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Tables 4.0 

Table 4.1 

Transmission Coefficients of r Order Groups 

m=l 

t 

0.40528478934974 
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Tables 4.0 

Table 4.2 

Transmission Coefficients of r Order Groups 

m=3 

Tr 

0.04503169227154 
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Tables 4.0 

Table 4.3 

Transmission Coefficients of r Order Groups 

m=§5 

tr 
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Table 4.4a 

Transmission Coefficients of m Order Pairs 

m Transmission Coeff Tm 

  

Table 4.4b 

Transmission Coefficients of the r = 0 Order Group 

m Transmission Coeff Tr 
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Table 4.5 

Sensitivity of h per unit degree for Odd 
Orders m = I to 19 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

i m h/phase 
(um/degree) 

1 3.5000 
3 1.1667 
5 0.7000 
7 0.5000 
9 0.3889 
1l 0.3182 
13 0.2692 

15 0.2333 
17 0.2059 

19 0.1842         

Tables 4.0



5.0 Experimental Results 

The results for the projection moire experiments and the fringe interpolation experiments 

are presented here. The intensity projection moire experiment is described first. Second, 

are the results from the electronic phase detection experiment and last the results of the 

fringe multiplication experiments. 

5.1 Intensity Projection Moire 

Figure 5.1 shows the experimental set-up for the intensity projection moire sensing 

scheme. The grating G, was generated by a Michelson interferometer shown in figure 5.1. 

Ga was projected on the test surface and monitored through Gg which was a Ronchi 

grating of spacing 4.0 +/- .014 lp/mm which remained untilted. The Michelson was 

adjusted to a period p,Ma= 6.5 +/- 1.0 mm measurable on the test surface. The Michelson 

fringes were tilted by an angle 8 = 14 +/- 3 degrees, the magnification Mp (from the 

surface to Gg) was .035 +/- .001 and the viewing angle @ was 28.6 +/- .3 degrees. The 

magnification from the moire pattern to the CCD photodetector array was Mccp = .63 +/- 

.04. The height of the projected grating image on the surface was approximately 160 +/- .5 

mm and therefore, at the CCD detectors was 3.5 +/- .1 mm in length along the y”’ 

direction. The vernier translation stage was moved in the -z’ direction in increments of Az, 

= .635 +/- .0003 mm and after each increment a vertical data scan was recorded. 
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5.1.1 Data Analysis of Intensity Patterns 

Each data set gathered is of a vertical plot of the moire pattern image behind Gg 

collected by a charge coupled device (CCD) camera and digitized using an eight bit analog 

to digital converter (figure 5.2). For each displacement of .635 mm a new vertical data scan 

was collected beginning with the zero position z, = 0 in the first scan (figure 5.2). After all 

data was collected the Ay fringe shift in the fringes of these scans was determined by 

averaging over four fringes taken from the center of the patterns. 

The processing of the data sets began with low pass filtering each data set. Figure 5.2 

is a plot of the first vertical scan with z, = 0 and figure 5.3 is a plot of that same vertical 

scan low pass filtered by a MATLAB algorithm. The data was then truncated to include 

only the center four fringes for tracking purposes (figure 5.4). Figure 5.5 shows the 

simulated sinusoidal fringes that were used to track the average pixel shift of the data scans. 

Figure 5.6 illustrates the phase difference between the sinusoidal fringe group and the 

Moire intensity pattern fringe group extracted from the first data set where z, = 0. Figure 

5.7 shows the sinusoidal fringes shifted in phase by - 24 pixels such that the phase of the 

sinusoid matches the average phase of the data fringe group. Figure 5.8 shows the 

sinusoidal fringe group shifted by -20 pixels to match the average phase of the second data 

set in which z, was .635 mm. This technique of shifting the sinusoidal fringe group until it 

matches the moire pattern was repeated for each data set and the amount in pixels it took to 

match the sinusoid with the Moire fringe group was noted. The pixel width Accp is 6.60 

+/- 00S microns and so the Ay fringe shift in microns is calculated by multiplying the pixel 

shift determined by the processing method and Accp. 
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5.1.2 Processing Results 

The pitch of the moire pattern at the CCD detectors was calculated to be .6 +/- .3 mm 

based on the previous values where Pmoire = McMp Ma p,/ sin@. The error of .3 mm is 

based on the propagation of systematic errors. The experimental value for Pyoire WaS 

Pmoire = -44 mm +/- .02 mm. The error of .02 mm is an estimated experimental error 

based on uncertainty associated with the pitch of the sinusoidal pattern that was used to 

analyze the moire fringes. Based on the measured parameters, the calibration constant of z, 

and Ay calculated for this experiment is C = (change in Ay) / Az, = Mccp Mg sin $/ sin 8 

= .044 +/- .01. The error .01 on C is based on the propagation of systematic errors. For 

the displacement for Az, the calculated value for change in Ay = Az, + C = 28 +/- 6 

microns. 

The data is graphed in Figure 5.9 along with the best straight line fit to the data. The 

slope of the straight line in figure 5.9 is .044 with an unexplained error of +/- .003 

microns. The result is within the tolerance on the calculated C specified previously or in 

the range between .034 and .054 microns and varies by less than the tolerance based on 

Systematic errors. Therefore, based on the results shown in Figure 5.9 the mean Ay was 

28.0 +/- 1.8 microns per Az, The experimental value of the calibration constant was Ay / 

Az, = .044 +/- .003. 

5.2 Electronic Phase Detection 

Figure 5.10 is the schematic of the electronic phase detection experiment. The source 

used was a 514 nm wavelength argon laser. The source was filtered, collimated and then 
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focused by a cylindrical lens into an acousto-optic modulator. The acousto optic modulator 

was used to project the moving fringes on the test surface which was mounted to a vernier 

translation stage. 

In order to generate a moving grating mask, the modulator requires a carrier frequency 

of 45 MHz. The light diffracts in to various orders based on the index variations due to the 

carrier frequency as is emerges from the AO cell. For this reason a single order was passed 

by a spatial filter in the Fourier plane of the AO cell. Each order contains an image of the a 

moving grating of a spacing proportional to the modulation frequency F,,,g. The spacing 

of the moving grating is determined by the 50 microsecond window and the modulating 

frequency in the relationship # of fringes /1.2 inches = Fmod * 50 microseconds since the 

window is 1.2 inches long. For example, using a modulation frequency 100 KHz results 

in five fringes across the entire window. Therefore the grating is moving at 100 KHz and 

the pitch of these fringes is about 5.0 mm. The choice for modulation frequency was 

limited by the frequency response of the other components in the system such as the lock-in 

amplifier and the photodetector circuit. Therefore, for purposes of collecting data the 

modulation frequency was set to 55 KHz which yielded a grating pitch of 9.2 +/- .05 mm 

on the test surface since M, = 1. 

The lenses in the system all had focal lengths of 150 mm with the exception of the 

moire viewer lenses. A second cylindrical lens was used after the modulator to image the 

moving grating on the test surface. The projected pattern was imaged by the moire viewer 

on the second grating at a viewing angle of 29.6 +/- 0.4 degrees. The moire pattern was 

detected behind the second grating by a photodetector where the magnification Mg was .039 

+/- .001. The spacing of the second grating Gg was 2.0 +/- .014 lp/mm. The output 

signal of the detector placed just behind Gg was analyzed by the lock-in amplifier to 
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determine the phase shift in the moving moire pattern. With the lock-in set to 55 KHz the 

phase of the moire pattern was monitored by measuring changes in the DC output voltage 

from the lock-in with an oscilloscope. The DC output of the lock-in amplifier for a range 

of -1 volt to 1 volt corresponded to phase measurements in the range (-7/4 to 7/4). A 

measurement was taken after each increment in z, of .127 +/- .0003 mm starting at z, = 0. 

5.2.1 Data and Results 

The relationship between Az, and Aphase is Aphase / Az, = (21 sind / Map,) =.33 +/- 

.003 radians, based on the measured parameters and the error .003 is based on propagation 

of systematic errors. The prediction on the mean phase shift would be Aphase = Az, * .33 

+/- .003 radians. For the known out of plane displacement of .127 mm the average 

predicted Aphase = .042 +/- .0005 radians based on measured parameters. 

Figure 5.11 illustrates the experimental results for the electronic phase detection 

experiment. The mean slope of the data was .042 radians with a random unexplained error 

of .03 radians. The experimental calibration constant = .042 +/- .03 radians. Although the 

mean Aphase was within the predicted tolerance the large unexplained error may have been 

due to instability of the laser. The projected fringes may have been shifting in time while 

the measurements were being made. 

5.3. Fringe Multiplication 

The schematic for the fringe multiplication experiment is in Figure 5.12. The grating 

G, was mounted on a vernier translation stage. The Fourier transform of G, was filtered 
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by F, to pass only the m =1 order pair for the first experiment and the m = 3 order pair for 

the second experiment. The filtered orders were reimaged against Gy. The spacings of 

both gratings was 10.0 +/- .014 lp/mm. The Fourier transform of G» was filtered by F, to 

pass a single r order group. Gy, was tilted angularly until the fringe pattern appeared to 

have a coarse fringe pattern with vertical fringes. The first grating G, was translated in 

increments of h = 3 +/- 1.0 microns (the vernier stage measured in mils and 1/10 mil had to 

be roughly estimated) and after each increment a measurement from the detector was 

recorded. The translation along x of the first grating caused a phase shift in one dimension 

of the output intensity pattern located at the detector. The magnification of the system was 

1:1 and the lenses all had focal lengths of 150 mm. 

5.3.1 Experimental Results 

Results of the two experiments are shown in Figure 5.13a (experiment one with m = 1) 

and Figure 5.13b (experiment two with m = 3). To extract the relationship between phase 

and h from the experimental data, the data was analyzed to determine what Ah was for a 

2m phase shift in the moire fringe pattern. Measuring the 2x phase shift of the m = 1 

intensity fringe pattern corresponded to a 44 +/- 4 microns translation of h or Ah. The 

average 27 phase shift for the m = 3 data set corresponded to 15 +/- 2 microns Ah. 

Therefore, with m = 3, a 27 phase shift results from a Ah 1/3 smaller than the Ah with m = 

1. The sensitivity for the system (Aphase/ Ah) using m = 1 was .14 +/- .02 and the 

sensitivity for the m = 3 system was .40 +/- .05 based on the results approximated for a 27 

phase shift. As shown in chapter 3.0, the sensitivity to a translation of h is enhanced by 

increasing m. 
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Figure 5.14a shows the two dimensional moire pattern using fringe multiplication for m 

= 1, and Figure 514b shows the two dimensional image for m = 3. The orientation of 

these fringes was made vertical for the one dimensional experiments mentioned previously 

by adjusting the angular alignment of the first grating. The patterns in Figures 5.14a and 

5.14b were of the r = 0 order group for both the m =1 and m = 3. 

To demonstrate how the visibility of fringes varies with r order group, Figure 5.15a 

shows the image of the r = -1 order group for m = 1 and 5.15b shows the image of the r = 

-3 order group for m = 3. Notice that although the pattern in Figure 5.15b is brighter than 

the pattern in Figure 5.14b (m = 3 for both), the visibility of fringes in 5.15b has decreased 

by a considerable amount as compared with 5.14b. The visibility of the r = -1 order group 

with m = 1 in Figure 5.15a is poor compared with the visibility of the r = 0 order group for 

m = 1. This correlates with the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3.3 that the visibility is best 

at the r = 0 order groups for all m. 
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Ay = pixel shift * 6.6 microns 
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Figure 5.14b 
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6.0 Conclusions 

Demonstrated in this paper were the components of an incoherent projection moire 

system with coherent processing for contour sensing of large flexible structures. The 

theory of each component was explained and experimental results presented. 

The first component was the incoherent projection moire system in which a grating was 

projected on to a test surface and imaged on to a second grating positioned at an oblique 

angle to the optic axis. The result of imaging the projected grating against the second 

grating is an interference moire fringe pattern. The objective was to measure out of plane 

displacements of a diffuse test surface. The out of plane displacements of a test surface 

resulted in a phase shift of the intensity fringe pattern. The system sensitivity to such 

displacements was determined to have dependence on the pitch of the gratings used to form 

the moire fringes, the angular misalignment between the two gratings, and the viewing 

angle of the detection system. The experimental results and theoretical analysis of the 

intensity based measurement showed that the system could measure out of plane 

displacement of a large diffuse surface but had low sensitivity at large magnifications and 

poor accuracy. The conclusion was that the system could adequately provide intensity 

based information about the surface displacement. To remedy the limiting factors, the 

incoherent moire pattern could be converted to a coherent pattern, processed and then 

interpreted using a frequency based sensing scheme. 

Coherent processing techniques in conjunction with a frequency based technique was 

discussed as the solution for raising the sensitivity of the system and quantizing the results. 

The incoherent moire image would be transduced to a coherent image. Once the moire 

pattern was in a coherent form the fringes could be interpolated by fringe multiplication and 
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quantized using electronic phase detection. Using the two methods together results in a 

coherent processing system with an adjustable sensitivity to test surface displacements. 

It was explained through theory and verified with experiments that the fringe pattern 

can be filtered to enhance the system sensitivity using a method called fringe mulitplication. 

It was discussed and demonstrated that by passing different diffraction order pairs from the 

coherent moire pattern through to a second grating that different sensitivities could be 

achieved. It was also demonstrated that by scanning the fringe pattern in time that the 

phase shift of the moire pattern could be quantized as well as sensitivity enhanced using a 

method called electronic phase detection. The overall conclusion is that by coupling the 

intensity based incoherent projection moire system with the coherent processing technique 

of fringe multiplication and using electronic phase detection to make a frequency based 

measurement, that out of plane displacements of large diffuse surfaces can be measured 

quantitativly with adjustable sensitivity. 
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Appendix A 

Derivation of the 3-D Rotation Matrix 

The 3x3 orthogonal rotation matrix is the transformation matrix used to express the 

coordinates of one coordinate system in terms of another system. Both systems are right- 

handed and Cartesian. The method for deriving the rotation matrix is found in reference 

[24] where the process is divided into three steps. Each step involves derivation of a 

matrix that is orthogonal to the other two relating one coordinate system to the other. Each 

of these matricies focuses on rotation about one axis at a time in the sequential order x,y 

and z respectively. For example, the first matrix is denoted as M, and is the three 

dimensional relationship between two coordinate systems when one has been rotated about 

the x axis by an angle y. When all three of the matrices have been derived the multiplication 

of these three matrices in the same sequential order yields the total three dimensional 

rotation matrix. 

The three positive orthogonal axes are defined by illustration in figure Al. The first 

matrix is determined by rotation about the x axis (figure A2) where the y’ and z’ axes have 

been rotated by y from the y and z axes. The relationship between the x’, y’, z’ axes and 

the x, y, z axes is 

, 
x= xX 

y = ycos y-zsiny (A.1) 

Z= ysiny+zcosy, 

where ¥ is the angle made by rotating axes y, z to y’,z’ around the x axis. The rotation 

matrix for rotation about the x axis is 
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1 0 O 

My =| 0. cosy -siny (A.2) 
0 siny cosy 

The relationships are found in the same way for the rotation about the y axis where x, z are 

rotated around y to x’, z’ making an angle @ (figure A3). The rotation matrix about y is 

cosp Q_ sing 

Mo=| 0 1 0 |- (A.3) 
-sino QO cos 

Finally, the matrix found from rotation of coordinates about the z axis (figure A4) is 

Mx =| sink cosk 0 (A.4) 
0) (0) 1 

  

cosk -sink OQ 

where M K describes the relationship between the x, y and the x’, y’ axes when rotated 

about the z axis by an angle k. The entire three dimensional rotation matrix is found by 

multiplying the three individual matrices for sequential rotations about the x, y and finally z 

axis or 

Mrot = MyMgMx . (A.5) 

The expression for the total rotation matrix is 

Mpot = 

  

M41 ™ 42 M43 
m21m22 m23 
m3 1 M32 ™33 

(A.6) 

where 

Mj 1 = COS® COSK 

m2 = -COS® sink 

m3 = sing 

m1 = COSY sink + siny sin@ cosK 

m2 = COSY COSK - siny sing sink 

m3 = -siny cos@ 

m3] = Siny sink - Cosy sin@ cosK 
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m32 = siny cosK + cosy sin sink 

m33 = COSY COs@ (A.7) 

Therefore to determine a new coordinate system x’, y’, z’ in terms of the old coordinate 

system x, y, z, the relationship is 

+ 

x’ X 

y |= Moor a (A.8) 
Zz Zz 

To express the old coordinate system in terms of the new coordinate system the relationship 

is 

x x! 
fy] =m y' (A.9) 

Zz z' 

This implies that rotating from old coordinate system x, y, z, to new coordinate system x’, 

y’, Z’, requires an angular rotation about x of y, an angular rotation around y of @ and 

finally an angular rotation about z of « with all positive rotations in the right hand direction. 

Extending this to the experimental set-up of figure 2.1, the assumption is that the gratings 

are in the x, y plane and therefore y = 0 and o = 0 for any rotation about z only. However, 

when considering the detection position of the moire projection system, the detector is 

placed at an oblique angle to optical axis z as defined in figure 2.1. This angle is defined 

by the system and used for tranforming from the coordinates of the surface 2 to the 

coordinates of the detection plane at Gy. Therefore, the gratings themselves are rotated 

around the z axis to attain a angular misalignment where « = constant and the system 

detector is rotated about the y axis , @ = constant, to alter the phase and frequency of the 

projected grating on the surface Z. 
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